A citizen in his fifties filed a complaint at Maidan Hawally warn patrons in case the police came.

The Citizens' Department launched a 360 security campaign during the period between the 10th and 15th August. The campaign came in response to the requests from the residents, which included surveillance and catching red-handed while stealing from a famous shopping center.

KUWAIT: A GCC national was arrested for drug abuse, shoot- ing at policemen during an arrest and running over them at a checkpoint in Al-Jahra, said security sources, noting that instead of showing his ID as required, he resisted arrest, and then hit him with a gun and dashed off, almost running over a police- man. He kept shooting during the chase until he was stopped and controlled. The man seemed high and out of his mind.

KUWAIT: Officer arrested for raping a woman

A citizen was arrested by state security forces for attempting to fix an air conditioner at Ahmadi oil refinery Sunday suc- ceeded in fixing his air conditioner at a new house in Ahmadi. He then went to his vehicle, which she did before he immediately drove off to his house and reported her before releasing her. The woman informed the police and the suspect was arrested.

A man was killed on the Seventh Ring Road crash

A citizen was instantly killed when he lost control over his sports-utility vehicle along the Seventh Ring Road, said security sources. The man's SUV slammed into the flatbed of a -truck-trailer. A case was opened for investigations.

KUWAIT: Municipalities conducted a campaign yesterday at the Industrial Area of Arjada, targeting violations of laws that prevent using spaces in front of shops. The campaign covered restaurants, cafes and retail offices. A total of 21 citations were issued during the cam- paign.

—By Hanal Al-Saadoon

KUWAIT: Jahra detectives raided a house run by Asian as a 'night- club' in Waha, where gambling, drinking and prostitution were practiced, said security sources, noting that the suspect used surveillance cameras outside the house to monitor the goings-on. The raids are in progress.

—By Safaa Saeed

KUWAIT: One of the prominent racial incidents was in the Future Conference seeks to make recommen- dations and adopt steps to protect the refugees in their future. The forum will host a number of workshops and sessions, and is expected to be attended by approximately 500 university students, faculty members and academics from universities from the region.

Highness Sheikh Dr Sultan bin Muhammad Al Qasimi, Eminent Advocate for UNHCR, confirmed that the event is not only to determine how we can become lost futures. As such, the aim of this conference will be to better protect refugee chil- dren, particularly the vulnerable, and to protect the refugees in the Middle East and North Africa region.

The conference has been organized in response to the increasing number of refugees in the Middle East and North Africa region. The conference aims to provide a platform for children to express their needs and to advocate for their rights. The conference will be attended by representatives from different countries, including Syria, Iraq, Lebanon, Jordan, and Israel. The conference will also be attended by young refugees from the Middle East and North Africa region. The conference will be held from June 20th to June 24th, 2014, in the United Arab Emirates.
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